I am Christopher C. Davis, a physicist, biophysicist, engineer, and professor specializing in
electromagnetic theory and related areas. I am a tenured full professor of Electrical and
Computer Engineering at the University of Maryland in College Park, Maryland. I also hold an
endowed chaired professorship as Minta Martin Professor of Engineering.
I have taught electromagnetic theory and related subjects since 1975. Electromagnetic theory is
the study of electromagnetic waves, like radiofrequency (RF) waves, their propagation
characteristics and how they interact with various structures and organisms. I am a member of
several professional societies that have recognized my experiences and expertise in
bioelectromagnetics and related fields. I am an elected Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE),the Institute of Physics, and a Fellow of SPIE (The International
Society for Optics and Photonics.). I am a past member of the IEEE Committee on Man and
Radiation, and a past Chair of that committee’s Sub Committee on RF and Microwaves.
I have been involved with research on the possible biological effect of RF, including microwave
and millimeter wave fields, and how such waves are absorbed by various materials for over 40
years. I have submitted my curriculum vitae, which summarizes my education, experience, and
publications.
I am here today at the request of CTIA to explain that: (1) the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) has established exposure limits that apply to small cell facilities and are
based on recommendations from international expert standard setting bodies that continually
evaluate the science; (2) the FCC standards are conservative, with a fifty-fold safety factor below
the threshold at which there is any known potential health effect from exposure to RF fields; and
(3) my calculations demonstrate that the public’s exposure to RF emissions from small cell
facilities operating at maximum power will be hundreds of times below the FCC’s conservative
limits.
The FCC has established exposure limits for all RF-regulated transmitters, which includes small
cell wireless facilities. Specifically, the FCC has adopted “Maximum Permissible Exposure
(MPE) limits for electric and magnetic field strength and power density for transmitters
operating at frequencies from 300 kHz to 100 GHz,” which apply to the frequencies utilized in
small cell wireless facilities. All RF emitting transmitters and facilities must either comply with
the FCC guidelines (or be categorically excluded under those guidelines) or file an
Environmental Assessment with the FCC. In addition to federal enforcement of the limits, it is
common for authorities to “require a certificate of compliance with FCC rules related to radio
frequency emission from a small cell wireless facility.”
The FCC exposure limits (together with those of most other countries around the world) are
based on limits developed by independent expert organizations. The FCC limits are based on
recommendations from the IEEE (certified by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI)) and the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP), which

the FCC accurately characterizes as “internationally recognized for their expertise in this area.”1
Other countries base their standards on the recommendations from the International Commission
on Nonionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), which the FCC describes as “an international
non-profit-making body of independent scientific experts addressing the possibility of adverse
effects on human health of exposure to non-ionizing radiation.”2
The ANSI/IEEE, NCRP and ICNIRP limits are generally similar. They are designed to exclude
all known hazards of RF energy with, in the words of the FCC, “a very large margin of safety”
such that the limits are “many times below levels that are generally accepted as having the
potential to cause adverse health effects.”3 Many organizations continue to review the scientific
literature in this field as it develops, including the FCC, World Health Organization, and the
IEEE and ICNIRP standards setting organizations. The FCC states that it “closely monitors all
[health studies related to human exposure to RF fields]. However, at this time, there is no basis
on which to establish a different safety threshold than our current requirements.”4
In my experience, RF exposure levels from wireless base stations are invariably far below the
FCC limits. The FCC notes that “most facilities create maximum exposures that are only a small
fraction of the limits.”5Indeed, the FCC states that: “Measurements made near typical cellular
and PCS installations, especially those with tower-mounted antennas, have shown that groundlevel power densities are hundreds to thousands of times less than the FCC's limits for safe
exposure. This makes it extremely unlikely that a member of the general public could be exposed
to RF levels in excess of FCC guidelines due solely to cellular or PCS base station antennas
located on towers or monopoles.”6 My calculations confirm that it is also extremely unlikely that
a member of the general public could be exposed to emissions from small cell facilities that
exceed the FCC guidelines.
The FCC regulations allow 0.533 milliwatts per square centimeter MPE at 800 MHz and 1.0
milliwatts per square centimeter MPE above 1.5 GHz. My understanding is that the typical
maximum power output for a single antenna on a small cell installation is 30 watts (W) Effective
Radiated Power (ERP), and a typical small cell installation would include four 30 W antennas at
120 W ERP total. Assuming maximum power from small cell installations 30 feet above the
ground at various frequencies, typical small cell deployment would yield exposure levels
hundreds of times below the FCC regulations.7 At a lower power level, such as 5 watts, the
exposures are even lower. The chart below illustrates the point.
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Example Exposures from Small Cell Installations. (mW/cm2 is milliwatts per square centimeter)
What this chart illustrates is that small cell facilities will expose the general public to RF at
levels far below the allowed limit under the FCC guidelines, which themselves are set far below
the threshold level at which there are known potential health effects from RF. Again, the FCC
standards are science-based recommendations from expert standard setting organizations that
constantly monitor the science. The FCC and FDA work with these organizations “to assure that
safety standards continue to adequately protect the public.”8
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